TECHNICAL MATS PLATE25
TYPOLOGY
PLATE 25
CHARACTERISTICS
Thickness:
25 mm
Coating:
Moquette, Rubber, Brush and Scrape
Ligation:
Slotted and closed duct 4 and 7 mm
Sm weight:
- 16,76 Kg (duct 7/A) Rubber
- 14.80 Kg (duct 7/A) Brushh
- 12.54 Kg (duct 7/A) Moquette

The soul of the technical doormat MAT.EN PLATE 25 is a ﬂexible metal grid made by strong
tubular aluminum proﬁles (media section 1.2 mm; alloy 6060) joint by thermoplastic duct
system.
The ﬂat support of the structure provides maximum stability and resistance to loads, while
the diﬀerent possibilities about the duct junction oﬀer the opportunity to choose the distance
between the proﬁles and the drainage of the doormat.
The 25 mm thickness makes the article PLATE 25 the most suitable in situations of great passage
both for the additional capacity in collection and retention of dirt, and for the best response to
more intense loads (in this sense It’s suggested to see even the article strong).
The four types of coating oﬀered allow the best performance in every situation: the felt/needled
allows cleaning from dust and the initial drying; the laminated rubber is suitable for the removal
of coarse dirt (mud, snow, ice, oil, ...) resulting also extremely helpful for cleaning and maintenance of the same doormat; the brush tufts of nylon monoﬁlaments attacks the dirt more diﬃcult, also under the more diﬃcult soles removing, thanks to its very strong scraping power, sand,
thin gravels, chips and scraps; the aluminum tubular (SCRAPE) guarantees high resistance to
loads and, due to higher processing knurled surface, an eﬃcient scraping action.
It’s possible to combine the various coatings in the preferred manner to obtain the desired action.
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